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What's the difference between your program and iTunes? This fixed my phone without restoring os or doing anything else in less han 10 minutes i
was even told by apple that it didnt have any fix. Matt I am absolutely speechless. However, you can still test if it is compatible with your computer
and iOS devices, and experience the process before fixing. For those that complained that they had to pay, this is money well spent for a program
that WORKS! Our program also needs to use firmware, but it works in a different way from iTunes. Besides, some devices cannot be detected
when connected. Good software, i highly recommend.

iMyFone Fixppo (iOS System Recovery)
Fix All iOS Problems at Home All iOS problems are covered by Fixppo, which makes it easy to fix your device without turning to a technical
specialist. You don't need to worry about intrusions into your privacy, nor do you need any technical knowledge. You can easily fix the iOS issue
on your device with just a few clicks. Matt I am absolutely speechless. Iphone 7+ was stuck on apple logo after updating. Managed to get it into
recovery mode a couple of times only to end up back at apple logo again after re installing IOS. Threw it in my drawer, got a new phone. Took
the gamble on purchasing, got my phone out and it fixed it with all original files still on it within 30 minutes. Good software, i highly recommend.
This fixed my phone without restoring os or doing anything else in less han 10 minutes i was even told by apple that it didnt have any fix. Thanks
this is amazing. Clancey It works just like promised! Used the advanced feature and in a very short time my iPhone and I were once again on
speaking terms. Great product saved me from owning a several hundred dollar paper weight! Wish I had seen this product before I spent 50
bucks on one that didn't work! For those that complained that they had to pay, this is money well spent for a program that WORKS! FAQs What
can I do with the free trial version? The main feature of this program is fixing iOS issues. Because of its special functions, we set a limit on the final
step for the free trial version when you are using Standard Mode and Advanced Mode. However, you can still test if it is compatible with your
computer and iOS devices, and experience the process before fixing. In order to fix the iOS problems effectively, you have to put your device into
DFU or Recovery mode. Besides, some devices cannot be detected when connected. DFU or Recovery mode will help our program recognize
your device and then proceed to the next step. This will not affect the data or settings on your device. What's the difference between your program
and iTunes? Fixppo employs our independently developed technology to fix various iOS problems. Our program also needs to use firmware, but it
works in a different way from iTunes. That's why it can fix the problems that iTunes cannot do.
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